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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
automatically identifying heavy uphill drive conditions
and select appropriate gear ratios in a heavy vehicle with
an Automatic Mechanical Transmission.
[0002] The invention also relates to a computer pro-
gram for carrying out said method.

PRIOR ART

[0003] Automatic transmissions of the Automatic Me-
chanical Transmissions (AMT) type have become in-
creasingly common in heavy-duty vehicles as microcom-
puter technology has continued to advance and has
made it possible, with a control computer and a number
of control elements, for example servo motors, to preci-
sion-control the engine speed, the connection and dis-
connection of an automated clutch between engine and
gearbox and coupling members of the gearbox, relative
to one another, so that smooth gearshift is always ob-
tained at the correct rev speed. The advantage with this
type of automatic transmission compared to a traditional
automatic transmission based on a set of planetary gears
and with a hydrodynamic torque converter on the input
side is firstly that, particularly as regards use in heavy
vehicles, it is simpler and more robust and can be pro-
duced at substantially lower cost, and secondly that it
has higher efficiency, which means the prospect of lower
fuel consumption.
[0004] The automatic mechanical transmissions of the
type mentioned above strongly reduces the drivers gear
shifting work and the driver usually will not need to worry
about selecting the right next gear ratio when driving the
vehicle. All this is taken care of the AMT. Even though
AMT:s usually are programmed with gear shifting strat-
egies that gives a satisfying gear selection for a great
deal of the total vehicle drive situations, there still can
occur situations where the selection of gears is not opti-
mal and, in some particular cases this can lead to a dif-
ficult situation for the driver and the vehicle might even
come to a stop and be unable to restart. This may be due
to the limited friction at the driving wheels.
[0005] An example of such situation is when a heavy
loaded vehicle is driven in a heavy uphill drive condition.
Usually the continuous adaptation of the automatic se-
lection of gears when driving is based on predetermined
gear shift maps, where accelerator pedal position and
engine speed are used. The gear shift maps commonly
tuned to achieve a suitable engine speed after completed
gear shift. The AMT-system simply tries to select a gear
that is best for a particular situation. In this context it
should be mentioned that some AMT-systems according
to state of the art selects the best gear only based on
current circumstances. There are also AMT-systems with
different kinds of predictive functions for enhanced gear

selection, which means that several future gear shift
steps, i. e. a gear shifting sequence, can be predicted.
[0006] This means that when a heavy vehicle starts to
climb an uphill road, sensing increased travel resistance,
the programmed gear shifting strategy will typically make
the AMT to shift down a certain number of gear steps
depending on current traction power and acceleration (i.
e. in an uphill state usually retardation).
[0007] As the vehicle travels further and the inclination
of the uphill increases and the travel resistance increases
even more, the shifting strategy will make the AMT shift
down some more gear steps and one of the highest gear
ratios of the AMT will be engaged. This selected high
gear ratio is based on the predetermined gear shift maps.
[0008] For a given road incline there is a lowest gear
ratio, where the vehicle is able to climb the road incline.
If the AMT-system after a down shift ends up in a higher
gear ratio than said lowest gear ratio, the vehicle speed
will be lower than necessary, which means increased
fuel consumption and decreased average speed. The
low vehicle speed can even cause traffic jam. Another
drawback of this situation is that there is a high risk that
the driven wheels of the vehicle will slip, due to the heavy
vehicle, high gear ratio and thus high output torque. Slip
can occur even when the vehicle is driven on a dry asphalt
surface. If one or more of the driven wheels starts to slip
the risk for a full stop in the middle of the steep uphill is
high. If the vehicle stops due to slip, the driver will have
a problem to take off. The driven wheels will slip, when
trying to take off, which means that the driver will have
to reverse the vehicle down the steep uphill.
[0009] A typical example of a vehicle can be a truck
with a trailer with a gross train weight of e. g. 60 tons.
The truck can e. g. be equipped with an AMT with 14
forward gears (the two lowest gears can be crawl gears)
of the type disclosed e. g. in WO02/064996.
[0010] Figure 1 shows diagrammatically a typical steep
uphill road with e. g. 15% incline and a length of approx-
imately 150 meters from horizontal position A to elevated
horizontal position B. The driver will slightly increase the
depressing of an accelerator pedal arranged in the 60
tons truck when the driver sees the approaching steep
uphill, thus demanding more torque.
[0011] A typical state of the art gear shift strategy for
said 60-tons truck would do gear shifting as follows when
passing position A with a vehicle speed of 35 km/h and
6th gear engaged. At point C the vehicle senses the in-
clination of the road and the retardation. This initiates a
downshift. Since the vehicle is heavy, the road is steep
and the retardation relatively high, the programmed shift-
ing strategy will make the AMT shift down more than one
gear step. In this case it will typically down shift from gear
6 to gear 4. The two-step down shift guarantees that the
AMT will not "miss" a selected gear due to to high retar-
dation during driving torque interruption caused by dis-
engagement of vehicle engine and driven wheels of the
vehicle (caused by e. g. clutch disengagement or putting
AMT in neutral). The selected 4th gear is engaged suc-
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cessfully, but the retardation of the vehicle continues.
[0012] A gear will be missed if a selected gear, that the
AMT tries to engage, can not be engaged. It might be a
to high gear (i. e. to low gear ratio) for the current vehicle
speed. The high vehicle retardation during the gear shift
may be the reason for not being able to engage the gear.
A missed gear could under these circumstances lead to
a stop of the vehicle.
[0013] In position C a downshift is initiated as men-
tioned above and at position D the AMT has engaged
gear 4 and a higher output torque is transferred to the
driven wheels of the vehicle and the retardation is not as
high as in position C, but the retardation continues. At
position E the engine speed and the vehicle speed is so
low that the AMT initiates another downshift. Again a mul-
tiple step down shift is selected to secure that a selected
gear will not be missed. In this case gear 1 is selected,
which means that there will at least theoretically be more
than enough torque transferred to the driven wheels so
that the truck can pull through the uphill all the way up to
position B. To sum up the example as above the selected
gear shifting sequence during the heavy uphill drive con-
dition was 6-4-1.
[0014] If the friction between the road surface and the
tires of the driven wheels is enough the truck will pull
through all the way to position B with gear 1 engaged. If
the driven wheels starts to slip, the vehicle will loose pro-
pulsive power and the vehicle will eventually stop in the
middle of the uphill and will have severe problems to take
off.
[0015] DE 102 60 007 A1 discloses a method for gear
selection of a vehicle during uphill condition, as set out
in the preamble of claim 1.
[0016] DE 101 06 935 A1 and EP 1 523 632 A2 disclose
further examples of prior art similar to DE 102 60 007 A1.
[0017] The object of the present invention is to select
a gear in a heavy uphill drive condition that is more op-
timized for the situation, so that average speed can be
increased and fuel consumption lowered, and if a situa-
tion occurs where the driving wheels of the vehicles will
slip, select a gear that minimizes the slip risk and at the
same time that the vehicle can manage to pull through
the whole uphill.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] The method according to the invention is a
method for gear selection during driving of a vehicle in a
heavy uphill drive condition, said vehicle comprising an
engine with an engine output shaft connected to an au-
tomated mechanical transmission, a transmission output
shaft connected to at least one driven wheel of the vehi-
cle, at least one control unit for receiving input signals
including signals indicative of vehicle speed, engaged
ratio of said transmission, rotational speed of said engine,
rotational speed of said input shaft and displacement of
a throttle control for engine torque request and for
processing said signals in accordance with programmed

logic rules to issue command output signals to said en-
gine for torque request, to said transmission for gear shift-
ing and to said clutch for engagement/disengagement.
And when sensing a heavy uphill drive condition a target
gear is determined for said heavy uphill drive condition,
said target gear
[0019] being the highest possible gear with lowest pos-
sible gear ratio where the vehicle, in view of at least cur-
rent circumstances, will be at least theoretically able to
hold a constant vehicle speed or accelerate at least slight-
ly. The method is characterized in that further selection
of downshifts in a sequence of downshifts will be adapted
so that no lower gear than said target gear will be selected
and engaged.
[0020] The advantage of the method according to the
invention is that the determined target gear is an opti-
mized gear that gives, for a particular sensed heavy uphill
drive condition the lowest fuel consumption, highest av-
erage speed, minimized risk for drive wheel slip and that
the vehicle still at least theoretically will be able to pull
through said heavy uphill drive condition, i. e. hold a con-
stant vehicle speed or accelerate at least slightly the
whole uphill (according to at least current sensed condi-
tion).
[0021] When a target gear has been determined, the
further downshift or downshifts will be adapted to said
target gear so that a lower gear than the target gear will
not be engaged for a certain heavy uphill drive condition.
[0022] According to one embodiment of the method
according to the invention said registration of said heavy
uphill drive condition is a result of sensing at least current
road inclination, current vehicle speed, current throttle
control position and vehicle gross weight. Most AMT-sys-
tems already use said parameters for gear selection and
there will in most cases only be needed new software to
implement the functionality for identifying heavy uphill
drive condition according to the invention.
[0023] According to another embodiment of the meth-
od according to the invention said determination of the
target gear
[0024] According to another embodiment of the meth-
od according to the invention said determination of the
target gear includes at least parameters: available vehi-
cle engine power, vehicle gross weight, current road in-
clination, current vehicle speed and available total gear
ratios.
[0025] According to a further embodiment of the meth-
od according to the invention, when no desire to climb
the uphill anymore condition is sensed, the downshift lim-
itation to said target gear is cancelled. The vehicle will
be able to stop or drive slower than admissible with the
target gear engaged.
[0026] In a further development of the last embodiment
above of the invention, the "no desire to climb the uphill
anymore condition" is a result of sensing at least a partly
or a full release of said throttle control. The system must
be able to cancel the downshift limitation to said target
gear if e. g. a driver of the vehicle for some reason wants
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to stop or at least decrease the vehicle speed. In a further
development of this embodiment said at least partly re-
lease of the throttle control is at least a 15% displacement
of total displacement of the throttle control.
[0027] According to a further embodiment of the meth-
od according to the invention, the control unit senses a
change of the heavy uphill drive condition during said
heavy uphill drive condition and the selection of said tar-
get gear will be either updated or cancelled accordingly.
[0028] Further advantageous embodiments of the in-
vention emerge from the dependent patent claims follow-
ing patent claim 1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0029] The present invention will be described in great-
er detail below with reference to accompanying drawings
which, for the purpose of exemplification, shows further
preferred embodiments of the invention and also the
technical background.

Figure 1 shows, as described above, diagrammati-
cally a typical steep uphill where heavy uphill condi-
tion occurs, with important positions pointed out in
the uphill related to a gear shifting strategy according
to prior art.

Figure 2 shows diagrammatically a power train ac-
cording to the invention.

Figure 3 shows diagrammatically the same steep up-
hill as in figure 1, but with important positions pointed
out in the uphill related to a gear shifting strategy
according to the invention.

Figur 4 discloses a direct comparison of the gear
steps and the corresponding gear ratios selected in
the uphill situations disclosed in figures 1 and 3 re-
spectively.

Figure 5 shows diagrammatically a computer device
that is used according to an embodiment of the in-
vention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0030] In one embodiment the vehicle is equipped with
an internal combustion engine 1, for example a diesel
engine, with a crankshaft 2 which is coupled to a single-
disk dry plate clutch 3, which is enclosed in a clutch case
4. The crankshaft 2 is connected, non-rotatably, to an
input shaft 7, which is rotatably mounted in the housing
8 of a gearbox 9. Also rotatably mounted in the gearbox
housing 8 are a main shaft 10 and an intermediate shaft
11. A gear wheel is rotatably mounted on the input shaft
and can be locked on the shaft with the aid of a synchro-
nizing device provided with a coupling sleeve, which is
mounted in a non-rotatable but axially displaceable man-

ner on a hub connected, non-rotatably, to the output
shaft. With the aid of said coupling sleeve, a gear wheel
rotatably mounted on the main shaft can be locked rela-
tive to the input shaft 7. With said coupling sleeve in a
middle position, both said gearwheels are disengaged
from their respective shafts. The above mentioned gear
wheels, together with the synchronizing device and the
coupling sleeve, form a splitter gear.
[0031] Disposed in a rotationally secure manner on the
intermediate shaft 11 are further gear wheels, which each
engage with a respective gear wheel rotatably mounted
on the main shaft 10, which latter gear wheels can be
locked on the main shaft with the aid of further coupling
sleeves. An output end of the main shaft is arranged to
via a propeller shaft drive at least a pair of wheels.
[0032] All coupling sleeves are displaceable with the
aid of servo elements, which can be pneumatically op-
erated piston cylinder devices of the type utilized in a
transmission of the kind described above, which is mar-
keted under the name I-shift.
[0033] A control unit 45 is arranged to control the dif-
ferent pneumatically operated piston cylinder devices for
engaging different gear ratios between input shaft 7 and
output shaft of the transmission according to pro-
grammed logic rules.
[0034] The torque delivered from the engine 1 is con-
trolled by a throttle control 48 (usually accelerator pedal)
in a known manner. The accelerator pedal position is
obtained from an angle sensor 49. The control unit 45
also controls the fuel injection, (i. e. the engine speed
and torque) depending on the accelerator pedal position,
and the air supply to pneumatic piston-cylinder devices,
by means of which e. g. the clutch and the synchronized
splitter gear are regulated.
[0035] When a gear selector lever 46 is placed in an
automatic gear selection mode, gear selections and shift
decisions are made automatically by the control unit 45
based on certain measured and/or calculated parame-
ters such as vehicle speed, engine speed, rate of change
of vehicle speed, rate of change of engine speed, throttle
control position, rate of change of throttle control position,
actuation of a vehicle braking system, currently engaged
gear ratio and the like are known from prior art.
[0036] The control unit 45 in the vehicle is according
to one embodiment of the invention programmed to
sense when a heavy uphill drive condition occurs. The
registration of said heavy uphill drive condition is a result
of sensing at least current road inclination, current vehicle
speed, vehicle gross weight and accelerator pedal posi-
tion. According to the invention a heavy uphill condition
is registered when the vehicle has a retardation even
though the accelerator pedal is pressed to its maximum
(or almost maximum) displacement position (or engine
delivers maximum torque or almost maximum torque)
and a gear ratio bigger than a predetermined gear ratio
is needed to be engaged so that the vehicle can pull
through the uphill with said sensed road incline and ve-
hicle gross weight. In an AMT with 14 forward gears said
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predetermined gear ratio can e. g. be the one correspond-
ing gear 7. Thus, the gear steps with which the vehicle
at least theoretically will be able to pull through said uphill
will be gears 1 to 6.
[0037] When the control unit 45 senses a heavy uphill
drive condition a target gear is determined for said uphill
drive condition. A target gear is the highest possible gear
with lowest possible gear ratio where the vehicle, in view
of at least current circumstances, will be at least theoret-
ically able to hold a constant vehicle speed or accelerate
at least slightly. The control unit 45 is according to the
invention programmed to adapt further selection of down-
shifts so that no lower gear than said target gear will be
selected and engaged.
[0038] This means that when a vehicle with same
weight and configuration as in figure 1 (i. e. gross weight
60 tons and a trailer connected) and the same starting
point (i. e. 35 km/h and 6th gear engaged) and equipped
with an AMT according to the invention, enters the same
heavy uphill as in figure 1 the following will happen.
[0039] Figure 3 shows the same uphill as in figure 1.
At horizontal position A3 the vehicle passes with a vehicle
speed of 35 km/h and 6th gear engaged. At point C3 the
vehicle senses the inclination of the road and the retar-
dation. This initiates registration of a heavy uphill drive
condition which according to the invention also triggers
the determination of a target gear. For this particular uphill
condition the control unit 45 determines that gear 3 will
be the target gear.
[0040] Since the vehicle is heavy, the road according
to figure 3 is steep and the retardation relatively high, the
programmed shifting strategy will make the AMT shift
down more than one gear step, since there is a risk that
a gear could be "missed". The control unit 45 determines
that there should be a downshift of at least 2 gear steps,
but since the target gear is three gear steps down from
current engaged 6th gear, and it is assumed that the same
heavy uphill drive condition will prevail also during the
time when the next gear is engaged, the control unit 45
will according to the invention adapt the ordinary gear
shift strategy so that the next selected gear will, in this
particular uphill condition, be the target gear (i. e. gear
3). The target gear is here the most optimal gear to select
for this particular heavy uphill drive condition, i. e. gear
3 gives here the lowest fuel consumption, highest aver-
age speed and a minimized risk for drive wheel slip and
that the vehicle still at least theoretically will be able to
pull through said heavy uphill drive condition, i. e. hold a
constant vehicle speed or accelerate at least slightly the
whole uphill all the way up to elevated horizontal position
B3.
[0041] At position D3 the AMT according to the inven-
tion has engaged target gear 3 and a higher output torque
is transferred to the driven wheels of the vehicle and the
retardation is not as high as in position C. The retardation
will eventually cease and turn into at least constant ve-
hicle speed or a slight acceleration of the vehicle. Thus,
there is at least (in view of the in position C3 prevailing

circumstance) theoretically enough torque transferred to
the driven wheels so that the truck can pull through the
uphill all the way up to position B3. To sum up the example
of the application of the invention, the selected gear shift-
ing sequence during the exemplified heavy uphill drive
condition was 6-3 according to the invention, instead of
6-4-1, which would be the result with a state of the art
AMT.
[0042] When the control unit 45 determines the target
gear this procedure includes at least parameters: avail-
able vehicle engine power, vehicle gross weight, current
road inclination, current vehicle speed and available total
gear ratios (i. e. between engine and driven wheels). The
target gear can be calculated on-line according to a pro-
grammed formula or picked out from a predetermined in
the control init 45 stored table, which table can be pro-
duced by the vehicle manufacturer before installation in
the vehicle.
[0043] In a further developed embodiment of the in-
vention the control unit 45 is programmed to sense when
there is no desire to climb the uphill anymore. when such
condition is sensed the control unit 45 is programmed to
cancel the downshift limitation to said target gear. The
establishment of said no desire to climb the uphill any-
more condition can be a result of the control unit 45 sens-
ing at least a partly or a full release of said throttle control
48. The cancellation of said downshift limitation to said
target gear can be triggered by at least a partly release
(alfa α) of the throttle control 48 that can be at least for
example 15% displacement of total displacement (gam-
ma γ) of the throttle control 48.
[0044] In another further developed embodiment of the
invention, the control unit 45 is programmed to repeat
the sensing of the heavy uphill condition during said
heavy uphill condition after a certain predetermined time
or, if the control unit continuously senses said parame-
ters, after sensing a change of the heavy uphill condition,
e. g. a change in the road inclination. An increase in road
inclination can according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion trigger a new selection of the target gear that prob-
ably would be a lower gear (with higher gear ratio) than
the first selected target gear. A decrease in road inclina-
tion can give a higher selected target gear (with lower
gear ratio) or, if the decrease of the road inclination is big
enough, an establishment of that no heavy uphill drive
condition is prevailing and, thus, the down shift limitation
to a target gear will be cancelled.
[0045] Figur 4 discloses a direct comparison of the
gears (gear numbers) and the corresponding gear ratios
selected in the uphill situations disclosed in figures 1 and
3 respectively. The left column shows the example of
gear selection procedure according to the state of the
art, which is described above under "PRIOR ART".
[0046] The right column shows the example of gear
selection procedure according to the invention, which is
described above.
[0047] Further examples of gear selection procedures
(chosen gear numbers) according to the state of the art
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for the same uphill condition is given below:

a) 9-6-4-2
b) 9-6-4-1
c) 9-6-3
d) 9-7-5-2
e) 8-6-4-1
f) 7-5-2
g) 7-4-2
h) 7-4-1

[0048] And here follows more examples on gear se-
lection procedures for the same uphill condition accord-
ing to the invention, i. e. where target gear 3 is chosen:

i) 9-7-3
j) 9-6-3
k) 8-6-3
l) 8-5-3
m) 7-5-3
n) 7-6-3

[0049] Figure 5 shows an apparatus 500 according to
one embodiment of the invention, comprising a nonvol-
atile memory 520, a processor 510 and a read and write
memory 560. The memory 520 has a first memory part
530, in which a computer program for controlling the ap-
paratus 500 is stored. The computer program in the mem-
ory part 530 for controlling the apparatus 500 can be an
operating system.
[0050] The apparatus 500 can be enclosed in, for ex-
ample, a control unit, such as the control unit 45. The
data-processing unit 510 can comprise, for example, a
microcomputer.
[0051] The memory 520 also has a second memory
part 540, in which a program for controlling the target
gear selection function according to the invention is
stored. In an alternative embodiment, the program for
controlling the target gear selection function is stored in
a separate nonvolatile data storage medium 550, such
as, for example, a CD or an exchangeable semiconductor
memory. The program can be stored in an executable
form or in a compressed state.
[0052] When it is stated below that the data-processing
unit 510 runs a specific function, it should be clear that
the data-processing unit 510 is running a specific part of
the program stored in the memory 540 or a specific part
of the program stored in the nonvolatile recording medi-
um 550.
[0053] The data-processing unit 510 is tailored for
communication with the memory 550 through a data bus
514. The data-processing unit 510 is also tailored for
communication with the memory 520 through a data bus
512. In addition, the data-processing unit 510 is tailored
for communication with the memory 560 through a data
bus 511. The data-processing unit 510 is also tailored
for communication with a data port 590 by the use of a
data bus 515.

[0054] The method according to the present invention
can be executed by the data-processing unit 510, by the
data-processing unit 510 running the program stored in
the memory 540 or the program stored in the nonvolatile
recording medium 550.
[0055] The invention should not be deemed to be lim-
ited to the embodiments described above, but rather a
number of further variants and modifications are conceiv-
able within the scope of the following patent claims.

Claims

1. A method for gear selection during driving of a vehi-
cle in a heavy uphill drive condition, said vehicle com-
prising an engine (1) with an engine output shaft con-
nected to an automated mechanical transmission
(9), a transmission output shaft connected to at least
one driven wheel of the vehicle, at least one control
unit (45) for receiving input signals including signals
indicative of;

- engaged ratio of said transmission,
- displacement of a throttle control (48) for en-
gine torque request,
- and at least one of vehicle speed, rotational
speed of said engine and rotational speed of
said input shaft,

and for processing said signals in accordance with
programmed logic rules to issue command output
signals to said engine (1) for engine control and to
said transmission (9) for gear shifting, when sensing
a heavy uphill drive condition a target gear is deter-
mined for said uphill drive condition, said target gear
being the highest possible gear with lowest possible
gear ratio where the vehicle, in view of at least current
circumstances, will be at least theoretically able to
hold a constant vehicle speed or accelerate at least
slightly, characterized in that further selection of
downshifts in a sequence of downshifts will be adapt-
ed so that no lower gear than said target gear will be
selected and engaged.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the registration of said heavy uphill drive con-
dition is a result of sensing at least current road in-
clination, current vehicle speed, current throttle con-
trol position and vehicle gross weight.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that said determination of the target gear includes
at least parameters: available vehicle engine power,
vehicle gross weight, current road inclination, current
vehicle speed and available total gear ratios.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that when sensing no desire to climb the uphill an-
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ymore condition, the downshift limitation to said tar-
get gear is cancelled.

5. The method as in the preceding claim, character-
ized in that the establishment of said no desire to
climb the uphill anymore condition is a result of sens-
ing at least a partly or a full release of said throttle
control (48).

6. The method as in the preceding claim, character-
ized in that said at least partly release of the throttle
control (48) is at least a 15% displacement of total
displacement of the throttle control (48).

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that when the control unit (45) during an heavy uphill
drive condition senses a change of the heavy uphill
condition the selection of said target gear is either
updated or cancelled accordingly.

8. A computer program comprising a program code for
executing the method as claimed in claim 1, when
said computer program is executed on a computer.

9. A computer program product comprising a program
code, stored on a computer-readable medium, for
executing the method as claimed in claim 1, when
said computer program is executed on the computer.

10. A computer program product directly loadable into
an internal memory in a computer, which computer
program product comprises a computer program for
executing the method as claimed in claim 1, when
said computer program on the computer program
product is executed on the computer.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Gangwahl während des Fahrens ei-
nes Fahrzeuges in einem starken Bergauffahrzu-
stand, wobei das Fahrzeug einen Motor (1) mit einer
Motorausgangswelle, die mit einem automatischen
mechanischen Getriebe (9) verbunden ist, eine Ge-
triebeausgangswelle, die mit wenigstens einem An-
triebsrad des Fahrzeugs verbunden ist, und wenigs-
tens eine Steuereinheit (45) zum Empfang von Ein-
gangssignalen umfasst, die Signale umfassen, die
indikativ sind für

- ein Einrückverhältnis des Getriebes,
- eine Verstellung einer Drosselsteuerung (48)
für eine Motordrehmomentanforderung,
- und wenigstens eines von einer Fahrzeugge-
schwindigkeit, einer Drehzahl des Motors und
einer Drehzahl der Eingangswelle,

und zur Verarbeitung der Signale gemäß program-

mierten logischen Regeln zur Ausgabe von Befehl-
sausgangssignalen an den Motor (1) für eine Motor-
steuerung und an das Getriebe (9) für ein Gang-
schalten, wobei bei Erfassung eines starken Berg-
auffahrzustands ein Sollgang für den Bergauffahr-
zustand bestimmt wird, wobei der Sollgang der
höchstmögliche Gang mit einem möglichst niedrigen
Übersetzungsverhältnis ist, in dem das Fahrzeug
unter Berücksichtigung wenigstens momentaner
Umstände wenigstens theoretisch eine konstante
Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit halten oder wenigstens
leicht beschleunigen kann,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine weitere Wahl
von Herunterschaltvorgängen in einer Sequenz von
Herunterschaltvorgängen so angepasst wird, dass
kein Gang gewählt und eingerückt wird, der niedriger
ist als der Sollgang.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Registrierung des starken Berg-
auffahrzustands ein Ergebnis der Erfassung von we-
nigstens der momentanen Straßensteigung, der mo-
mentanen Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit, der momenta-
nen Drosselsteuerungsposition und des Fahrzeug-
bruttogewichts ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Bestimmung des Sollgangs we-
nigstens die Parameter umfasst: verfügbare Fahr-
zeugmotorleistung, Fahrzeugbruttogewicht, mo-
mentane Straßensteigung, momentane Fahrzeug-
geschwindigkeit und zur Verfügung stehende Ge-
samtübersetzungsverhältnisse.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass bei Erfassung eines Zustands, dass
kein Bergauffahren mehr gewünscht ist, die Begren-
zung des Herunterschaltens auf den Sollgang auf-
gehoben wird.

5. Verfahren nach dem vorhergehenden Anspruch, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Herstellung des
Zustands, dass kein Bergauffahren mehr erwünscht
ist, ein Ergebnis der Erfassung einer wenigstens teil-
weisen oder vollen Freigabe der Drosselsteuerung
(48) ist.

6. Verfahren nach dem vorhergehenden Anspruch, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die wenigstens teil-
weise Freigabe der Drosselsteuerung (48) wenigs-
tens eine 15%-ige Verstellung der Gesamtverstel-
lung der Drosselsteuerung (48) ist.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass, wenn die Steuereinheit (45) wäh-
rend eines starken Bergauffahrzustands eine Ver-
änderung des starken Bergauffahrzustands um-
fasst, die Wahl des Sollgangs entweder entspre-
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chend aktualisiert oder aufgehoben wird.

8. Computerprogramm mit einem Programmcode zur
Durchführung des Verfahrens nach Anspruch 1,
wenn das Computerprogramm auf einem Computer
ausgeführt wird.

9. Computerprogrammerzeugnis mit einem Pro-
grammcode, der auf einem computerlesbaren Me-
dium gespeichert ist, zur Ausführung des Verfahrens
nach Anspruch 1, wenn das Computerprogramm auf
dem Computer ausgeführt wird.

10. Computerprogrammerzeugnis, das direkt in einen
internen Speicher in einem Computer ladbar ist, wo-
bei das Computerprogrammerzeugnis ein Compu-
terprogramm zur Durchführung des Verfahrens nach
Anspruch 1 umfasst, wenn das Computerprogramm
auf dem Computerprogrammerzeugnis auf dem
Computer durchgeführt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à une sélection de vitesse pendant
la conduite d’un véhicule dans une condition de con-
duite en montée raide, ledit véhicule comprenant un
moteur (1) ayant un arbre de sortie de moteur relié
à une transmission mécanique automatique (9), un
arbre de sortie de transmission relié à au moins une
roue entraînée du véhicule, au moins une unité de
commande (45) pour recevoir des signaux d’entrée
comportant des signaux qui indiquent ;
un rapport engagé de ladite transmission,
un déplacement d’une commande des gaz (48) pour
une demande de couple moteur,
et au moins une vitesse parmi une vitesse de véhi-
cule, une vitesse de rotation dudit moteur et une vi-
tesse de rotation dudit arbre d’entrée,
et pour traiter lesdits signaux conformément à des
règles logiques programmées afin d’émettre des si-
gnaux de sortie de commande audit moteur (1) pour
la commande du moteur et à ladite transmission (9)
pour le changement de vitesse, lorsqu’une condition
de conduite en montée raide est détectée, une vi-
tesse cible est déterminée pour ladite condition de
conduite en montée, ladite vitesse cible étant la vi-
tesse la plus haute possible ayant le rapport de vi-
tesse le plus faible possible où le véhicule, compte
tenu au moins des circonstances actuelles, sera au
moins théoriquement capable de maintenir une vi-
tesse constante de véhicule ou d’accélérer au moins
légèrement,
caractérisé en ce qu’une sélection supplémentaire
de rétrogradations dans une séquence de rétrogra-
dations sera adaptée de sorte qu’aucune vitesse in-
férieure à ladite vitesse cible ne soit sélectionnée et
engagée.

2. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que l’enregistrement de ladite
condition de conduite en montée raide est un résultat
de la détection d’au moins une inclinaison actuelle
de route, une vitesse actuelle de véhicule, une po-
sition actuelle de commande des gaz et un poids
brut de véhicule.

3. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que ladite détermination de la
vitesse cible comporte au moins les paramètres
suivants : une puissance disponible de moteur de
véhicule, un poids brut de véhicule, une inclinaison
actuelle de route, une vitesse actuelle de véhicule
et des rapports de vitesse totaux disponibles.

4. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que, lors de la détection d’une
condition selon laquelle aucun désir de grimper la
montée n’existe, la limitation de rétrogradation à la-
dite vitesse cible est annulée.

5. Procédé comme dans la revendication précédente,
caractérisé en ce que l’établissement de ladite con-
dition, selon laquelle aucun désir de grimper la mon-
tée n’existe, est un résultat de la détection d’une li-
bération au moins en partie ou totale de ladite com-
mande des gaz (48).

6. Procédé comme dans la revendication précédente,
caractérisé en ce que ladite libération au moins en
partie de la commande des gaz (48) est au moins
un déplacement de 15% du déplacement total de la
commande des gaz (48).

7. Procédé tel que revendiqué dans la revendication 1,
caractérisé en ce que, lorsque l’unité de commande
(45) dans une condition de conduite en montée raide
détecte un changement de la condition en montée
raide, la sélection de ladite vitesse cible est soit mise
à jour ou annulée en conséquence.

8. Programme informatique comprenant un code de
programme pour exécuter le procédé tel que reven-
diqué dans la revendication 1, lorsque ledit program-
me informatique est exécuté sur un ordinateur.

9. Produit de programme informatique comprenant un
code de programme, stocké sur un support lisible
par ordinateur, pour exécuter le procédé tel que re-
vendiqué dans la revendication 1, lorsque ledit pro-
gramme informatique est exécuté sur l’ordinateur.

10. Produit de programme informatique pouvant être di-
rectement chargé dans une mémoire interne dans
un ordinateur, lequel produit de programme informa-
tique comprend un programme informatique pour
exécuter le procédé tel que revendiqué dans la re-
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vendication 1, lorsque ledit programme informatique
sur le produit de programme informatique est exé-
cuté sur l’ordinateur.
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